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Project Goals:
•
•

•

Explore the natural genetic and phenotypic variation found in octoploids sampled
from across the geographic range of switchgrass
Quantify differences in genetic diversity, habitat preference, adaptability, and
fitness responses across climatic gradients between tetraploid and octoploid
switchgrass
Identify potentially novel combinations of genetic diversity present in octoploids
that might be linked to climate adaptation and range expansion, which would
subsequently represent a valuable breeding resource for enhancing the resilience
and sustainability of switchgrass feedstock production

Abstract Text:
Polyploidy is the result of whole-genome duplication (WGD) and can have pronounced
ecological and evolutionary implications. Approximately half of all angiosperms are polyploids,
and polyploidy is thought to be a major component of adaptation and speciation within this
group. Quantifying how transitions to higher ploidy can generate shifts in fitness and adaptability

is difficult when comparing across taxa because the role of ploidy is hard to disentangle from the
roles of other genetic changes that accumulated after taxa diverged. However, different ploidy
levels, or cytotypes, can exist within a single species, which provides a natural experiment to test
how ploidy variation alters genomic diversity, fitness, and adaptability.
Switchgrass, Panicum virgatum, is a widespread, perennial C4 grass in North America
with multiple naturally occurring cytotypes, primarily tetraploids (4X) and octoploids (8X). The
genetic and morphological variation present in 4X switchgrass has been closely studied (i.e.
Lovell et al. 2021), but there has been considerably less focus on the 8X and little is known about
how this shift to higher order ploidy has altered fitness, genetic composition, or niche breadth.
Here we contrast the molecular and quantitative genetic diversity of 4X and 8X switchgrass
across naturally-occurring genotypes and 10 common gardens to evaluate the basis of ploidyassociated shifts in admixture, adaptive potential, ecological niche, and fitness. Specifically, we
discovered (1) recurrent and evolutionary distinct genesis of 8X populations containing novel
combinations of genetic diversity, (2) similar morphological/ecotypic divisions within 4X and
8X cytotypes but divergent cytotype fitness clines indicating a generalist-specialist tradeoff, and
(3) niche evolution between 4X and 8X linked to climate adaptation. Combined, our results
indicate that mixed-ploidy systems can be used as valuable tools to bolster the resilience of
natural and agronomic systems by providing insight on how ploidy variation enables niche
divergence, fitness tradeoffs, and range expansion.
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